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Introduction 
The definition of a Cauchy filter in a syntopogenous space, which was 
given by .A. CsAszAR in his monograph [1, 2], has the weakness that 
convergent filters are not always Cauchy filters in non-symmetric spaces. 
We will give another definition which does not have this weakness and 
develop its theory. In an earlier paper [3] we discussed completeness in 
quasi-uniform spaces. Our present results are extensions of those results. 
We assume the reader is somewhat familiar with our paper and Csaszar's 
book. 
l. Definitions. A filter :Fin a biperfect syntopological space [E, 51'] 
is called 51'-Cauchy if it is o/1-Cauchy in the associated quasi-uniform space 
[E, o/1]. This definition agrees with the usual definition and Csaszar's 
definition if 5I' is symmetrical. The filter :F is 5I' -Cauchy in the biperfect 
syntopological space [E, 51'] iff for every < E 5I' there exists z E E such 
that z<B implies BE.'F. 
Lemma l. If 5I' and 51'' are biperfect syntopologies on E and 
5I' <51'', then every 51''-Cauchy filter is an 51'-Cauchy filter. 
Proof. Letting o/1 and o//' be the associated quasi-uniformities, every 
51''-Cauchy filter is a o/1'-Cauchy filter, a o/1-Cauchy filter [3], and so an 
51'-Cauchy filter. 
A filter in an arbitrary syntopogenous space [E, 51'] is called an 51'-
Cauchy filter if it is 51''-Cauchy w.r.t. every biperfect syntopology 51'' on 
E such that 51''< 51'. Lemma l implies that this definition is consistent 
with the definition for biperfect syntopogenous spaces. [E, 51'] is called 
51'-complete if every 51'-Cauchy filter converges. 
2. Properties. If 5I' and 51'' are syntopogenous structures onE and 
5I' < 51'', then every 51'' -Cauchy filter is an 5I' -Cauchy filter. If 5I' <51'', 
g'tp = g''tP, and E is 51'-complete, then E is 51''-complete. 
The following results hold in syntopogenous spaces. 
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Theorem 1. Every convergent filter in [E, Y] is Y-Cauchy. 
Proof. If Y is convergent in [E, Y] and Y* is any biperfect 
syntopology onE such that Y*<Y, then Y is convergent in [E, Y*] 
(by (2; (15.23)]) and is an Y*-Cauchy filter (see (3]). Thus Y is an 
Y-Cauchy filter. 
Theorem 2. Every Y-Cauchy filter in a compact syntopogenous 
space [E, Y] is convergent. If [E, Y] is compact, it is Y-complete. 
Proof. Let ff be an Y-Cauchy filter in E and let Y* denote the 
least fine biperfect syntopology such that g'*t=g't (by (1; (13.53)]). 
Then ff is Y*-Cauchy and since [E, Y*] is compact, Y converges in 
[E, Y*] (see (3; Theorem 1.3]) and also in [E, Y]. 
Theorem 3. A closed subset A of an Y-complete space [E, Y] is 
YJA-complete. 
Proof. Let A be a closed subset of [E, Y] andY any YJA-Cauchy 
filter in A. Denote by Y' any biperfect syntopology on E such that 
Y' < Y. Then Y is an Y'JA-Cauchy filter and is a base for an Y'-Cauchy 
filter ff' in E. Since Y' was arbitrary, ff' is Y-Cauchy and so converges 
to some x E [E, Y]. Then A closed implies that ff converges in [A, YJA]. 
Theorem 4. (Generalized Niemytzki-Tychonof} Theorem). A synto-
pogenous space [E, Y] is compact iff it is Y*-complete for every Y* 
such that Y* tp = g'tp. 
Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 2 and the fact that 
compactness depends only on the topology. To show the sufficiency, let 
Y' be some biperfect syntopology (i.e., quasi-uniformity) on E which is 
precompact (see (3; Lemma 2.1 ]) and g''tp = g'tp. Then [E, Y'] is compact 
(by (3; Theorem 1.4]) and so [E, Y] is compact. 
3. Applications. It follows from the beginning of the last section 
that a topological space [E, 5""] is .9"""-complete if it is induced by a 0!1-
complete quasi-uniformity. The converse also holds, i.e., if E is §""-
complete, then .r is induced by a 0!1-complete quasi-uniformity. This 
quasi-uniformity can be constructed as follows. 
Let :I{' be the set of all quasi-uniformities (biperfect syntopologies) 
which induce .r. Let 0!1' = u .Y{'. Then 0!1' is a subbase for a quasi-
uniformity 0!1 on E which induces .r and which is the finest quasi-
uniformity that induces .r. If E is §""-complete and ff is a 0!1-Cauchy 
filter in E, then ff is a .9"""-Cauchy filter and so converges in [E, 5""] and 
also in (E, 0!1]. Thus E is 0!1-complete and we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. A topological space [E, 5""] is §""-complete iff there 
exists a 0!1-complete quasi-uniformity 0!1 which induces .r. 
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If a quasi-proximity space [E, c5] is induced by a %'-complete quasi-
uniformity, then it will be b-complete. Likewise a %'-complete uniform 
space [E, %'] induces a b-complete proximity space [E, b]. 
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